DIAGNOSIS
FERI'ILITY AND MJISTURE

May, 1984.

1.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PIDI'

Although an irrportant concern in any kind of diagnosis, a thorough
examination of the characteristics of fanrers'

fields is particularly

relevant for understanding fertility and rroisture managem:mt.
be done in part fran secondary data,

collecting samples for

This may

such as soil maps, in part by

laboratory analysis,

and in part by direct

examination.

Physical properties of the soil help detennine both fertility and
rroisture rnanagem:mt.
structure,

Researchers should assess the color,

and depth of

the

soils.

Chemical properties

inportant for understanding fertility problans.

texture,
are

also

Most of these require

laboratory tests, but infonnation on pH, organic matter, cation exchange
capacity and salinity, as well as perhaps an analysis for phosphorus and
potassitml, will be useful.

Other characteristics of the plots are also i1rp:>rtant in a diagnosis
of fertility and rroisture managem:mt.

The slope and drainage of plots

can affect managem:mt, as can the rotation pattern and tenancy of the
plots.

a)

Physical properties
Color, texture, structure, depth, rroisture holding capacity.
Knapp, "Soil Productivity Guide".

b)

Chemical properties
Organic matter, cation exchange capacity.

See R. Knapp.

See R.

What is the pH of the soils?

Are there any current practices which

are causing changes in pH?
Should soil tests be done for P,
soils, etc.)?

(highly-weathered soils;

acid

For K?

Is there evidence that would encourage analysis for micronutrients
(highly leached, acid soils;

high pH;

intensively cropped land;

etc.)?
Are there salinity problems with these soils?

c)

What causes them?

other characteristics of the plot.
What is the slape of the fields?
What is drainage like in these fields?

Are there problems with

waterlogging?
Is there evidence of erosion?
What are the rotation patterns?
How do fertilizer and manuring practices vary with the rotation?
Are fields owned, rented, borrowed, etc.?

2.

RAINFALL

Rainfall

patterns

obviously

affect

noisture

rnanagerrent.

The

rainfall pattern will determine the cropping cycle (except in irrigated
areas) and may be one of the nost important sources of risk for famers.
~isture

problems depend not only on rainfall, but on tE!'l"perature and

humidity conditions as well.

If fields are irrigated, a knowledge of

timing, quantities and nethods is essential for a diagnosis.
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Rainfall patterns are also related to fertility.

Natural or added

fertility is not effective without adequate troisture, and the risk of low
troisture may affect farner'S' fertility management.

Questions and Observations
Try to obtain rainfall data for the area.

What is total rainfall,

and what is the variability fran year to year?
HeM is rainfall distributed througoout year?

What variation is

there in the onset and teImi.nation of the rains?

What are the chances of mid-season droughts?

Can such droughts

occur at any tine in the season, or do they tend to cane at a
particular t:i.ne?
What are the chances of heavy rain and/or flocxling?

When does this

occur?
What are tenperature and humidity patterns?
troisture

holding

capacity,

how

do

Coobined with soil

these

affect

troisture

availability?
If irrigation is used, how is irrigation water regulated?
How often is irrigation done?

Do the crops depend eatpletely on

irrigation, or is it SUWle.mantary?
What is the irrigation system like (condition of canals, manage.mant
of water, etc.)?
What type of irrigation is carried out?
What quantities of water are applied?
How does planting date depend on troisture availability?
dry

plant,

wait

for

first

rains,

established, etc.?
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wait until

rains

Do fanrers

are well

What are the problems with late planting (heavier rains when crop is
germinating, IeMer' total noisture availability for season, etc.)?
HeM

do

rainfall

patterns detennine

the

mrount and

timing of

fertilizer application?

3.

TYPE OF FEro'ILIZER

Farners attarpt to naintain the fertility of their fields in a
nurrber of ways.
fertilizers.

They may apply chemical fertilizers and/or organic

They may also practice various rotation patterns that help

maintain fertility.

Their ability to use chanical fertilizers depends

upon availability and costs.

Organic fertilizer use is limited by the

number of animals CMned by the farner, or by the market for organic
fertilizer.

Rotation patterns

are

limited by the

anount of

land

available to the farner and by the tyPes of crops that are profitable for
the farner to

graN.

Questions and Observations
What tyPes of fertilizer are used on the crop?
What causes variation in the type of fertilizer used?
Is fertilizer used every year?
What quantities of fertilizers are applied?
What is the source of the fertilizer?

HeM does this vary?

HeM is it transported to the

farm?
Does the farner require credit, or does he purchase the fertilizer?
On

what other crops does the farner use fertilizer?

If manure is used, approximately what quantity?
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Is manure used on certain crops, or certain parts of the field, or
Is it applied rrore generally?
What kind of animals provide manure for the fann.

How many of these

animals does the farner CMIl?
How is manure collected and stored?
Are any green manure crops grCMIl?
What crops are grown in rotation with the target crop?

How do these

affect fertility?
Is fallowing practiced?

How many years are fields left fallow?

If crop residues are incorporated, what is the timing of this
incorporation in relation to planting?

4.

MEmiOD OF APPLICATIOO

The

method

of

applying

chemical

or

organic

fertilizers

is

conditioned by the type of product, the condition of the field, and the
labor or machinery available.

The placerrent of the fertilizer can affect

its chances of evaporation, leaching, fixation, or contact with plant
roots.

Questions and Observations (For each type of fertilizer and time of
application)
Is fertilizer broadcast, placed in lines, spread near plants, or
placed in holes?
How is fertilizer incorporated into soil?
What is fertilizer placerrent in relation to level of irrigation
water?
What is the -relation of P fertilizer placerrent to roots?
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If fertilizer is applied by ma.6hi.ne, what type is it?
Is the nachine rented or owned?
How is manure incoq:orated?

How nuch time between application and

incoq:oration?
What labor is used for applying fertilizer?

5.

TIMING OF APPLICATIOO

The timing of fertilizer application depends on several factors.

One of

these

is

the

availability of

labor.

Another

is noisture

availability: fanners nay delay or split their fertilizer application
depending

on

rainfall.

The

availability

of

fertilizer

itself

is

saretines a problem: if it arrives late to the area fanners will have to
delay their application.

Questions and Obsel:Vation
When is fertilizer nonnally applied?

How does this timing vary?

What other work does the fanner have at the tine of fertilizer
application?
Is fertilizer application ever carbined with other operations, such
as weeding?
Is fertilizer application delayed because of late rainfall?
Is uncertain rainfall a reason for splitting fertilizer application?
Are there heavy rains early in the cycle?

Is there danger of

leaching for a single fertilizer application?
What are

soil noisture

conditions

at

the

tine

of

fertilizer

application?
How much ti.Ire between the application of manure and planting?
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6.

WEED - MJISTURE - FERI'ILITY INI'ERACTIOOS

There are many interactions anong weeds, crop growth, nnisture, and
fertility.

Researchers should look for these when they do the diagnosis.

weeds carpete with the crop for both nutrients and nnisture.

-

Adequate

crop growth, aided by good fertility, may provide a canopy that helps
control weeds and conserve nnisture.

Inadequate weed control may nean

that added nutrients are largely lost to the crop, or that fertilization
results in increased demand for weeding.
areas or years of low rainfall.

Weed problems may be less in

f.t:>isture-fertility interactions have

been described in section 2.

Questions and Observations
When is weed control carried out in relation to the rains?
When is weed control carried out in relation to fertilizer
application?
Do fanrers do nnre weeding if higher levels of fertilizer are

applied?

Is there labor available to do this?

Is crop stand establishrrent and density such that a good crop canopy
is provided?
How does the weed burden vary between years of adequate and
inadequate rainfall?
Which weeds seem to be nnst inp:>rtant in carpeting for nnisture or
nutrients?

7.

EroSION
Erosion contributes to both nnisture and nutrient losses.

The

anount of erosion depends on slope, tillage nethods, type of crop, and
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ground rover, anong other things.

Questions and Obse:rvations
What is the extent of erosion in the

field~

in the area?

What is the principal, cause of this erosion?
Are mulches used on the crop?
Do weeding practices contribute

to, or guard against, erosion?

Is the crop canopy sufficient to provide sene protection to the soil
fran heavy rain?

. 8.

SIGNS AND SYMl?'IG1S OF M)IS'l'URE AND FERl'ILITY' ProBLEMS

Researchers should obse:rve the crop for evidence of IOC>isture and
fertility problans.

Questions and Obse:rvations
Are there signs of IOC>isture stress (leaf rolling, firing)?
Are there synptans of major nutrient deficiency?

Are there synptalls of secondary or micronutrient deficiency?
Examine root grcMth.

Does it seem limited by soil insects, soil

depth, mechanical root pruning, low phosphorus, or other factors?
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